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Pak Suzuki heading
towards deterioration

Pak Suzuki has been leaving a question mark on Japonese brand-Suzuki! Now this brond
is on stake in motorcycle industry in Pakistan. I am sending you a web tink for the ref'
erence of those people who foce the same probtems and many from them have not
recorded their complaints because of unawareness to find the platform to conYey their
complaints but I have heard verbally from many of them at the service stotions of Suzuki

"Suzuki Motorcycle, a popular brand

in Pakistan, is heading towards deteriora-

tion due to lack of interest by its manage-

rnent, please help rescue this organization
irom total collapse". This was requested by

one Suzuki enthusiast lrom Karachi, in his

callto Editor, MOBILE WORLD.
Mr. M. Anwar Jalil, Senior Lecturer,

Department of Social Sciences, KASB
Institute of Technology (A member of the

KASB Group), and a great enthusiast of
Suzuki Motorcycle stated;

"l would like to draw your kind atten-

tion tovu,ards the mass delective production

ol Suzuki motorbikes GS- I 50. I have been

complaining and visiting SLrzuki service

stations (Karachi FJR, UR) more than 20

times since I bought this bike but they have

failed to fix the faults of this bike... what

they are? Are they mechanics or just fit-
ters? And even they can't be able to find
out the faults," he said.

"Pak Suzuki has been learrng a qu.:-
tion mark on Japanese brand-Suzuki I \ cs
this brand is on stake in motorcvcle indLr:-

try in Pakistan. I am sendine rou a u:b
link for the reference of those people uho

;ace the same problems and rnany from
them have not recorded their complaints
because ofunawareness to find the plat-
fbrm to convey their complaints but I have

heard verbally from many of them at the
service stations ol Suzuki," Mr. Anwar
added.

When MOBILE WORLD team inves-
tigated the issue in detail and visited the

said complainant, the team discovered that

most of the buyers of Suzuki GS-150 are

f'acing almost same of the follou'ing plob-

lems:

l. Vibration and noise in Bodl
l. Suffocation in engine

3. \'lisalignrnent of haadle

J . H ard jumps (not comforlable as pre-
r ious model)

5. Rear rim and break problern

5. Gear shifting problem

6. Seat is not fixed properly

7. RPM/speed meter wire breaking
issue
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On Wednesday, 25 April 2012 the Customer Centre had already confirmed his

complaint and informed him, Thank you far writing to Pak Suzuki. With reference to
your mail hereunder, we regret for any inconvenience caused due ta the same but in
order ta enable us to probe further into your complaint, we require some detaits.
You are, therefore, requested to kindly provide us with the following informotion

A1l these problems were found in zero

meter GS-I50 bikes and the buyers are vis-
iting Suzuki service station everydaylevery
week till its warranty claim were expired!
Suzuki management team does not take it
seriously and a brand manager seems like
to be a sitting duck on these issues.

A secret that was disclosed by one

problem faced by you. Our customer ser-
vice team is now looking into the issue.
Thank you for bringing this matter to our
attention."

Earlier, on Wednesday, 25 April 2012
the Customer Centre had already con-
firmed his complaint and informed him,
"Thank y'ou for *.riting to Pak Suzuki.

A secret that was disclosed by one Suzuki employee that
the engine is not compatible with motorbike body because
150cc engine is installed in o 125cc chassislbody.
lrloreover, Suzuki does not make bdy parts of this bike
but gets from substodord vendors while using brand
name Suzuki ...oll this was happened with brand name of
Suzuki Japan in Pakistan and the game was going on

Suzuki employee that the engine is not
compatible with motorbike body because

l-i0cc engine is installed in a l25cc chas-
sis'body. Moreover, Suzuki does not make
body parts ofthis bike but gets from sub-
standard vendors while using brand name
Suzuki ...all this was happened with brand
name of Suzuki Japan in Pakistan and the
game was going on.

Mr. Jalil also wrote to Customer Rela-
tions Centre of Pak Suzuki Motor Co. Ltd.,
Karachi in May 2012 and inquired "I just
ivant to hear from you, when I will be
compensated?"

He informed the Depar&nent on Thurs-
day, May 24,2A12 that he had bought a

nerv CS-150, with great vibration in
bodf iengine....! Even Japanese engineer
could not fix itl "l am not satisfied with
vour local Pak Suzuki technical staffskills.
I need a mailing address of MD of Pak
Suzuki Motorcycle and I request you to
:ither replace this bike with new perfect
::ke (A quality motor bike) or refund my
rrone\'. Waiting for your earlier repl,v," M
i.':l:lurote.

--,; Deparrment acknowledged on Sai-
umoa. l: \lar 2012, and replied, "We
nruursrrtrj r'r,-.rr complaint, arrd regret the

With reference to your mail hereunder, we
regret for any inconvenience caused due to
the same but in order to enable us to probe
further into your complaint, we require
some details. You are, therefore, requested
to kindly provide us with the following
information:

Chassis#, Engine#, Invoice date # and
current mileage of the vehicle for onward
necessary action. We expect your kind
understanding in this regard. Moreover,
please feel flee to contact us whenever you
think we can be of aay assistance. We shall
be more than delighted to hear fiom you,"
the reply concluded.

In his initial letter M A Jalil said, "Dear
customer care manager of Pak Suzuki, I
have been a satisfied customer of your
company for many years I bought a GS-
150 motorcycle in 2008, its good standard
induced me to buy a new model 2012 of it
but unfortunately this time I have encoun-

tered numerous problems when I bought a

new zero meter motor bike GS-150 of your
company! It is with regret to inform you
that vour nerv GS- I 50 is belorv the expect-
ed standard and as well as defective!"

"Firstlr,, u'hen I ride it to my way from
shou'room. it u.as punctured and punc-
tured. A man told me that this puncture
rvas done from inside the riml I was
shocked on the quality of its rim! Another
shocking moment for me when I used the
rear break - it was vibrated and taking
jumps! Moreover, trouble in gear shifting!
Handle alignment was out! Jumps were
hard, no comfortable suspension as previ-
ous model has. I am sure that the same
poor standard might be followed in engine
standard and engine life may not be
longer!"

"I have visited the Pak Suzuki service
station at Akbar road Karachi. I was
shocked that they do not have proper tools
to align a motor bike handlel And even
they do not have enough auto parts to
change on demands! I am disappointed
now with Pak Suzuki standards. Moreover,
I wonder on Pak Suzuki quality assurance

team, who can see these defective products
come out for sale in the market? I am sure
that many of Pak SUZUKI customers are

facing the same problems but they do not
record their complaints at international
Suzuki platforms."

"I request you to either repl&e this
product with functioning new Japanese
bike (a quality motor bike) or refund my
money. I have never been let down by your
products in the past and I look forward to
your immediate action on this matter." M
A. Jalil concluded.
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